SECTION 4: IDENTIFYING THE CATALYST
To fulfill the purpose of the Plan, the Project Team defined a Vision and identified a catalyst project for
implementation. The catalyst will be the first project recommended to be built and is expected to stimulate
the implementation of future projects identified in the Vision. The catalyst is the project from the Vision that
competes most favorably for federal and state grant dollars and is deemed the most feasible for construction
at the completion of the Plan. This catalyst also demonstrates the benefits of regional transit to the
community.
The project that performed the best during the Step Three technical analysis was identified as the draft
catalyst. This draft catalyst was then presented to the public for discussion and input. The comments and
suggestions collected serves to determine the design details of the catalyst to evaluate in greater detail during
the next step of implementation, the state-prescribed Project Development and Environment (PD&E) Study
coordinated and combined with the FTA Capital Investment Grant program guidelines for Project
Development.

Value Engineering
The top two performing projects from Step Three were the I-275 Rubber Tire project from Wesley Chapel to St.
Petersburg and the CSX Urban Rail from the University of South Florida (USF) area to Downtown Tampa. While
both did well in most of the FTA evaluation criteria, neither project was deemed cost effective using the FTA
guidelines. The I-275 Rubber Tire was assumed to operate on a separate transit way located within the median
of the interstate at a cost of approximately $2.3-2.9 billion. The CSX Urban Rail project was assumed to use
light rail vehicles along a new double-track facility in the existing CSX rail corridor, separated from freight rail
traffic which would continue to use the existing freight rail tracks, at a cost of approximately $0.8-1.0 billion as
shown in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 - Estimated Costs – Top Performing Projects
Top Performing Projects

Approximate Capital
Cost

Forecasted Annual Ridership
(FTA Weighted Linked Trips)

Estimated Cost
per Trip

I-275 Rubber Tire

$2.3-2.9 billion

2.30 million trips

$48.14 per trip

CSX Urban Rail

$0.8-1.0 billion

2.24 million trips

$16.53 per trip

Estimates are calculated in 2017 dollars and do not include inflation or financing
These are planning level cost estimates that are subject to change as the project moves towards implementation
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Because the projects did not meet the FTA cost
effectiveness criteria of $10 or less per trip
annually, the Project Team performed a value
engineering exercise. This exercise explored
opportunities to reduce costs and redefine each
concept with the intent of making each more
competitive for federal and state grant dollars. To
do this, the team focused on the highest and best
use of existing infrastructure assets to reduce
project costs.
Final Interim Policy Guidance, Federal Transit Administration Capital Investment Grant Program, June 2016

“…the cost-effectiveness measure is computed as the annualized capital cost plus annual O&M cost of the
project divided by the annual number of forecasted trips on the project.”
Annual Weighted Linked Trips
Cost Per Trip =
Annual Capital Cost + Annual Operations
Cost Effectiveness Breakpoints
Rating

Range

High

< $4.00

Medium-High

Between $4.00 and $5.99

Medium

Between $6.00 and $9.99

Medium-Low

Between $10.00 and $14.99

Low

> $15.00

Setting a Capital Budget
At the completion of Step Three, the Project Team defined a forecasted annual ridership for each project and
developed an approximate cost for annual operations. However, the capital cost for both top performing
projects exceeded the annual cost per trip of $10 or less needed to receive an FTA Medium rating. The FTA
guidelines for calculating cost per trip is described below.
At this point the Project Team identified a capital cost budget for each project based on what the ridership
market could support and still meet the Medium cost effectiveness rating. This capital budget provided the
foundation for evaluating refinements to each project concept to reduce cost and increase the project’s ability
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to compete for federal and state grant dollars. The calculation used to determine this hypothetical capital
budget is described below, and the results are shown in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2 -: Capital Budget – Top Performing Projects
Top Performing
Projects

Forecasted Annual
Ridership (FTA
Weighted Linked
Trips)

FTA Medium Cost
Effectiveness
Rating; Annual
Cost Per Trip

Approximate
Annual Operating
Cost Range

Estimated Capital
Cost Budget

I-275 Rubber
Tire

2.30 million trips

$10.00

$6.5-9.0 million

~$420-500 million for
41 miles

CSX Urban Rail

2.24 million trips

$10.00

$4.0-12.0 million

~$310-600 million for
9 miles

Estimates are calculated in 2017 dollars and do not include inflation or financing
These are planning level cost estimates that are subject to change as the project moves towards implementation
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Summary of Refined Concepts by Project
I-275 Rubber Tire: Dedicated Shoulders Concept
Once the capital budget for I-275 Rubber Tire was defined, the Project Team met with FDOT District Seven
staff and the consultant design team working on FDOT’s Interstate Modernization effort, TB Next. This meeting
occurred in November 2017 and focused on integrating rubber tire transit service within the current FDOT
Interstate Modernization plans while still being within the proposed capital budget. This project is shown in
Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1 - I-275 Rubber Tire Concept
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Two key assumptions were identified resulting from the meetings. The first assumption considered the
runningway for the transit vehicles. It was recommended to use existing interstate shoulders and widen them
within the existing interstate right-of-way to accommodate a dedicated transit lane. By operating within the
widened shoulder, the transit service could eliminate the cost of building a separate transitway in the median
that would require new structures, widening of the interstate in select locations, and building the transitway.
This assumption also proposed transit service to operate with other vehicles in two segments of the alignment.
In both segments, the team looked to limit the capital investment where there is not expected to be any
passenger boarding and/or alightings. Both locations pass through key environmental areas:
x

x

Old Tampa Bay. FDOT is planning to replace the southbound span of the Howard Frankland Bridge over
Tampa Bay, which includes constructing two variable priced tolled express lanes in both directions.
Variable pricing bases the demand on the lanes to set the cost to use the lanes to achieve a minimum
travel speed of 45 mph. 6 It was recommended that transit service could also operate on the tolled
express lanes, removing the need for a new transit bridge spanning upper Tampa Bay adjacent to the
Howard Frankland Bridge which resulted in a substantial reduction of capital costs.
Cypress Creek Nature Preserve. The second location for mixed traffic operations focused on the
portion of the project north of Bearss Avenue in Hillsborough County and south of County Line Road in
Pasco County. Within this portion of the concept is considerable environmental lands in and around
Cypress Creek with no proposed transit stations. The recommendation is to operate in mixed traffic for
this segment of the project concept, limiting the investment in capital where there is not expected to
be any passengers boarding and/or alightings. In addition, this segment of the proposed project
concept does not currently experience significant auto congestion delays.

The I-275 Rubber Tire concept proposes service to 21 potential station areas — 19 are recommended outside
of the interstate right-of-way. The stations would be imbedded within each neighborhood and provide direct
connections to local transit service and ample pedestrian access.
The resulting reduction in project cost was estimated to be approximately $1.0-1.38 billion 7, resulting in a
$1.3-1.6 billion project concept. This project cost still exceeded the capital budget described above but led to
the second key assumption. This second assumption proposed a partnership with FDOT during construction of
interstate modernization plans, integrating the infrastructure capacity for future transit service, and thereby
taking advantage of state highway dollars to directly benefit transit. For example, FDOT could include widening
and “hardening” the shoulders to accommodate future transit service as part of TB Next roadway construction.
In doing so, along with other improvements, this partnership with FDOT would further reduce project costs by
$0.92-1.14 billion or approximately $380-455 million, which is within the capital budget for this project shown
in Table 4.3.

6

FDOT Express Lanes Policy and Handbook: floridaexpresslanes.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/FDOT-Express-LanesHandbook.pdf
7
Estimates are calculated in 2017 dollars and do not include inflation or financing. These are planning level cost
estimates that are subject to change as the project moves towards implementation
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Table 4.3 - Costs for I-275 Rubber Tire on Dedicated Shoulders Concept
FTA Cost
Categories

Base Cost
($2017 in
Millions)

Contingencies

Total Cost
($2017 in
Millions)

10.0 Track Elements

$0.0

30%

$0.0

20.0 Stations

$142.1

30%

$180.6

30.0 Facilities

$18.0

30%

$23.4

40.0 Sitework &
Infrastructure

$58.3

10-30%

$68.9

50.0 Systems

$17.2

15%

$19.8

60.0 Right of Way

$37.9

30%

$49.2

70.0 Vehicles

$11.5

30%

$14.9

80.0 Professional
Services & 90.0
Unallocated
Contingency

$95.5

1-15%

$98.5

Total Project Costs

$380.5

Example Pay Items
N/A
Stations and Platforms; (Elevators,
escalators); Intermodal Center; Station
Signage, Surface and & Structured Parking
BRT Light Maintenance Facilities
Demolition; Landscaping, Pedestrian Access;
Pavement Markings; Environmental
Mitigation; Roadway Construction; and
Construction MOT
New Traffic Signals; Fare Collection; Signal
Prioritization, Pedestrian Signals
Stations Right of Way; Parking Right of Way;
Maintenance Facility Right of Way
60 Foot Articulated Hybrid/Electric BRT
Vehicles
N/A

$455.3

$3.3 - $3.9 M
LOCAL CAPITAL

25%

$6.5 - $7.7 M
FEDERAL CAPITAL
(FTA Capital Investment
Grant Program)

50%

$6.5 M
LOCAL OPERATING

$9.8 - $10.4 M

25%

Total Annual Cost
Estimate for 3 Counties

$3.3 - $3.9 M
STATE CAPITAL
( Match of Local Share )

Figure 4.2 - Annual Costs for I-275 Rubber Tire on Dedicated Shoulders Concept (Using Conventional FTA
Funding Mix)
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CSX Urban Rail: Single-track Diesel Multiple Unit/Electric Multiple Unit Rail Vehicle concept
The proposed CSX Urban Rail project concept (Figure 4.3) assumed implementing a double-track light rail
service separated from existing freight rail traffic. This concept exceeded the capital cost budget described by
approximately $400 million. As with the I-275 project concept, the Project Team met to discuss opportunities
to reduce capital costs by maximizing existing assets. The existing transportation asset within this corridor is
the active freight rail tracks owned and operated by CSX. The Project Team therefore proposed the use of
either a Diesel Multiple Unit (DMU) or Electric Multiple Unit (EMU) or a similar rail vehicle that is compliant
with Federal Rail Administration (FRA) safety requirements when operating on an active freight rail corridor.

Figure 4.3 - CSX Urban Rail/DMU or EMU Rail Vehicle
These types of rail vehicles have two key benefits. By complying with FRA safety requirements, the passenger
rail service could operate on the existing tracks, reducing the need for new rail infrastructure separated from
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freight rail traffic. The second benefit is the proposed rail vehicle’s acceleration and deceleration
characteristics which allows the vehicles to stop and start quickly, providing urban transit service, with
stations spaced approximately one to two miles apart. Refinements to the CSX Urban Rail project recommend
operating a DMU, EMU, or similar rail vehicle that is compliant with FRA safety requirements to allow vehicles
to operate on the existing single-track freight rail infrastructure. When developing the cost estimates, the
following assumptions were made:
x
x
x

Upgrade the existing freight rail infrastructure (rail, ballast, crossings) to allow passenger rail service
Construct track sidings to facilitate frequent urban rail service
Assume a per mile right-of-way cost that reflects the Orlando SunRail project (as requested by CSX
Government Liaison) of $432 million to purchase the 61 miles of right-of-way and tracks, resulting in a
per mile cost of $7.08 million per mile

The resulting reduction in project costs was estimated to be approximately $310-390 million, for a $490-620
million project concept (Table 4.4). Further investigation is required to better understand the cost implications
of more frequent rail service at crossings (specifically traffic, safety, and other community impacts). The CSX
Urban Rail concept proposes service to seven potential station areas and includes a possible extension directly
to the USF campus.
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Table 4.4 - Costs for CSX Urban Rail Concept
FTA Cost
Categories

Base Cost
($2017 in
Millions)

Contingencies

Total Cost
($2017 in
Millions)

10.0 Track Elements

$81.3 M

30%

$105.7 M

20.0 Stations

$48.5 M

20-30%

$61.1 M

30.0 Facilities

$19.5 M

30%

$25.4 M

40.0 Sitework &
Infrastructure

$50.8 M

10-30%

$64.8 M

50.0 Systems

$30.6 M

15%

$35.2 M

60.0 Right of Way

$74.8 M

30%

$97.2 M

70.0 Vehicles
80.0 Professional
Services & 90.0
Unallocated
Contingency

$47.6 M

30%

$61.9 M

Refurbish existing single track; construct
additional rail sidings; vibration and noise
dampening
Station and platforms; station signage,
surface and & structured parking
Rail maintenance facility
Demolition; landscaping, pedestrian access;
environmental mitigation; bridge
replacement; & construction MOT
New train control and signals; existing train
control and signal modernization; fare
collection; power systems &
communications
Per mile cost to own or lease use of CSX
corridor; stations right of way; parking right
of way; maintenance facility right of way
DMU vehicles

$138.5 M

1-15%

$169.7 M

N/A

Total Project Costs

$491.6 M

Example Pay Items

$621.0 M

Estimates are calculated in 2017 dollars and do not include inflation or financing. These are planning level cost
estimates that are subject to change as the project moves towards implementation.

$3.8 - $4.8M
LOCAL CAPITAL

25%

$7.6 - $9.5M
FEDERAL CAPITAL
(FTA Capital Investment
Grant Program)

50%

$12 M
LOCAL OPERATING

$15.8 - $16.8M

25%

Total Annual Cost
Estimate for 3 Counties

$3.8 - $4.8M
STATE CAPITAL
( Match of Local Share )

Figure 4.4 - Annual Costs for CSX Urban Rail concept (Using Conventional FTA Funding Mix)
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Evaluating the Refined Project Concepts
Following the value engineering process, the top two project concepts were labeled as “hybrid” alternatives
for comparison. Hybrid alternatives made up of segments of the whole were also created for the I-275 Rubber
Tire project concept to determine the independent performance of a portion of the project concept as
compared to the entire alignment. The CSX Urban Rail project concept was not divided into segments because
of the shorter length of the corridor and lack of logical termini other than those defined by the original
concept.
The hybrid alternatives were then compared against all other alternatives evaluated during Step Three (refer
to Section 3 for more detail). By using the Step Three evaluation tool and comparing both the concepts
resulting from the value engineering exercise as well as all the original alternatives evaluated ensured that the
top performing project was identified for consideration as the draft catalyst project. As shown in Table 4.5,
the value engineered concepts scored highest (refer to Appendix I for all scoring details).
Table 4.5 - Step Three and Value Engineering Evaluation and Scoring Summary
I-275 Rubber Tire on Dedicated
Shoulders

CSX Urban Rail, DMU/EMU Vehicles

Wesley Chapel to
Tampa

Wesley Chapel to
St. Petersburg

Tampa to USF

Tampa to USF

Length (miles)

18

41

7

9

Rank

1

2

3

4

TOTAL SCORE

19.50

19.43

19.07

18.57

Land Use Score

2.5

3

2.5

3

Cost Effectiveness Score

4

3

4

2

Mobility Improvements
Score

2

2

1

2

Congestion Relief Score

3

3

3

3

5

5

5

5

3

3.43

3.57

3.57

Environmental Benefits
Score
Economic Development
Score
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Defining the Draft Catalyst Project
The results of Step Three and the value engineering exerice both defined and identifed the the top performing
projects for consideration as the catalyst. The top three performing projects are either the full 41-mile I-275
Rubber Tire on Dedicated Shoulders concept or a segment of the concept. Therefore, the entire I-275 Rubber
Tire on Dedicated Shoulders project concept was advanced for consideration. The CSX Urban Rail concept with
DMU/EMU vehicles from USF to Tampa recieved the fourth highest score and was also advanced for
consideration.

Satisfying the Purpose of the Plan
To select the catalyst, the Project Team compared each project concept against the elements of the defined
purpose of the Plan as described below:
x

Purpose: Identify projects that have the
greatest potential to be funded (compete
for state and federal grants) and
implemented.
x Both project concepts are competitive
for federal and state transit grant
dollars
x The I-275 Rubber Tire on Dedicated
Shoulders concept is more cost
effective using FTA guidelines

x

Purpose: Identify projects that are the
most forward thinking and make the best
use of today’s technology.
x The I-275 Rubber Tire on Dedicated
Shoulders concept qualatatively has
the greatest potential to take
advantage of automated, connected,
and/or autonomous transit vehicle
technology that could use the
dedicated shoulder lane, but also
navigate to off-line stations.

x

Purpose: Identify projects that best serve our region today while supporting tomorrow’s growth.
x The CSX Urban Rail concept only provides service to Hillsborough County
x The I-275 Rubber Tire on Dedicated Shoulders concept serves all three counties within the Plan
Study Area
x Both concepts serve the region’s most dense population and employment centers
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Other Considerations
In addition to meeting the purpose of the Plan, the following were also considered:

Right-of-Way
x
x

Through a partnership with FDOT, right-of-way acquisition would not be required (except for stations)
for the I-275 Rubber Tire on Dedicated Shoulders concept
The CSX Urban Rail concept would require negotiations with CSX to either purchase or lease the right
to operate within the corridor

Anticipated Time to Construct
x

x

The I-275 Rubber Tire on Dedicated Shoulders concept, in parternship with FDOT Interstate
Modenizations Plans, could begin construction in as early as five years. In order to leverage FHWA
dollars to benefit transit, the concept is directly tied to Interstate Modernizations Plans and would be
impacted by modernization construction delays.
As stated, the CSX Urban Rail concept would require negotiations with CSX to either purchase or lease
the right to operate within the corridor. The time required to complete these negotiations is unknown
but assumed to be about two years. The CSX Urban Rail concept, if implemented by TBARTA, would
require State Legislative approval. The time to secure approval is unknown but assumed to be about
one year. Thus, the CSX Urban Rail concept is assumed to require 10 years of development before
construction.

Operating Costs
x

The cost to operate and maintain a project is a major consideration for the operating agency and the
municipalities it serves. The I-275 Rubber Tire on Dedicated Shoulders concept, while 32 miles longer,
would be less costly to operate and maintain on an annual basis.

CSX Urban Rail Concept’s Ability to serve the Region
Over the course of several meetings with the TMA in early 2018, the following questions were raised:
x
x

Why is the CSX Urban Rail concept only nine miles long?
Why doesn’t it connect to Pasco and Pinellas Counties?

The length of the CSX Urban Rail concept connecting to USF and Tampa, is defined by the FTA cost
effectiveness criteria guidelines. Extending the concept along the existing CSX freight rail corridor that
connects to Brooksville (Brooksville subdivision) as well as Clearwater and St. Petersburg (Clearwater
subdivision) would not be cost effective per FTA guidelines. The team evaluated the impacts of extending the
CSX concept beyond USF and Tampa, as shown in Table 4.6.
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Table 4.6 - CSX Urban Rail concept extensions costs
CSX Urban Rail Concept
Extensions

Length
(miles)

High-end of
Capital Cost
Range

High-end of
Annual O&M
Cost Range

Annual
Ridership
(Weighted
Linked Trips)

Cost Per
Trip (Based
on FTA
Guidelines)

Tampa to SR 54 near US 41

16

$1.19 billion

$19 million

4.6 million

~ $13

Tampa to Brooksville

45

$2.62 billion

$38 million

4.7 million

~ $28

Tampa to Oldsmar,
Clearwater, & St. Petersburg

50

$3.32 billion

$45 million

7.8 million

~ $22

Estimates are calculated in 2017 dollars and do not include inflation or financing. These are planning level cost estimates that are
subject to change as the project moves towards implementation.
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Draft Catalyst: I-275 Rubber Tire on Dedicated Shoulders Concept
For the reasons stated above, the Plan identified the I-275 Rubber Tire on Dedicated Shoulders concept as the
draft catalyst project. Not only does the draft catalyst meet the purpose of the Plan, but it also has the
greatest potential to be implemented in the shortest amount of time, connects the most communities and
activity centers in the Study Area, and is the least costly to construct and operate. The draft catalyst project is
uniquely situated within the highly-visible and heavily travelled I-275 corridor. It would also provide the
secondary benefit of serving existing local and express transit routes, providing each the opportunity to use
the dedicated shoulders when and where appropriate. Most importantly, it supports the development of a
regional transit network providing direct connections to nearly all corridors in the Regional Transit Vision. The
following figures (Figure 4.5 through 4.10) illustrate elements of the I-275 Rubber Tire on Dedicated Shoulders
concept.
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Figure 4.5 - Elements of the I-275 Rubber Tire on Dedicated Shoulders concept

Figure 4.6 - Elements of the I-275 Rubber Tire on Dedicated Shoulders concept
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Figure 4.7 - Elements of the I-275 Rubber Tire on Dedicated Shoulders concept

Figure 4.8 - Elements of the I-275 Rubber Tire on Dedicated Shoulders concept
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Figure 4.9 - Elements of the I-275 Rubber Tire on Dedicated Shoulders concept

Figure 4.10 - Elements of the I-275 Rubber Tire on Dedicated Shoulders concept
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Vetting the Draft Catalyst
The Plan’s schedule and public outreach plan reserved the second phase of the Plan for a community vetting
process which began in January 2018. This community vetting process communicated the results of the
evaluations completed during the technical phase and requested input on the findings. Efforts focused on
facilitating frequent communication with the public, neighborhood stakeholders, and regional business
partners, as well as local jurisdictions and decision-makers, agency staff, and elected officials. See Section 5
for detailed descriptions of all public engagement efforts conducted throughout the Plan.

Independent Expert Review
The Project Team coordinated with and sought out several independent expert reviews during the vetting
process. These reviews provided the opportunity for additional comment on the draft catalyst from a variety
of perspectives, specifically:
x
x
x
x

Design concepts
Station access
Transit oriented development potential
Land use compatibility

Urban Land Institute
The Urban Land Institute (ULI) Tampa Bay participated in a working
session with the Project Team on April 12, 2018 to discuss and
provide feedback on the economic development opportunities of the
draft catalyst. The discussion focused on how the transit service
would get on and off the interstate, the methods of accessing the
proposed station locations, the TOD potential with intermodal
centers, and complementary projects connecting to the regional
service.
Major points of interest were the permanency of the transit
investment (such as stations) attracting development and
redevelopment along with the visibility the project would get if it
operates alongside drivers on the interstate. Input from ULI focused
primarily on station locations and station access.

Center for Urban Transportation Research (CUTR) at
University of Florida

The Urban Land Institute (ULI) is a
global organization comprised of
individuals and entities who care
about responsible land use, wise
choices in growth and development
and the positive economic future of
the communities in which they live
and work. ULI members represent
many sectors of the real estate
industry sector - developers,
builders, architects, engineers,
accountants, attorneys, planners,
brokers, public officials, marketing
practitioners and public sector
administrators.

The Project Team presented the draft catalyst to CUTR staff and requested their comments and input. CUTR
staff reviewed the draft catalyst and provided the following recommendations:
x

The draft catalyst satisfies all FTA guidelines for fixed-guideway BRT
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x
x

The draft catalyst provides a high degree of flexibility providing the opportunity to tailor the service to
Tampa Bay
More frequent service should be considered when defining the operating characteristics of the draft
catalyst project

Institute on Transportation and Development Policy
Representatives from the Institute for Transportation and
Development Policy (ITDP) traveled to Tampa Bay in May 2018 to
tour the draft catalyst corridor, provide lessons learned from their
experiences reviewing BRT projects around the world, and to
provide a preliminary recommendation for the draft catalyst. In
addition to the tour, ITDP staff met with Plan stakeholders and
technical team. ITDP representatives compared the draft catalyst
concept against their ITDP standards for Basic, Bronze, Silver, and
Gold Standard BRT service. After review of the draft catalyst, ITDP
staff gave the draft catalyst rating as high as Gold and a minimum
rating of Bronze dependent on how the draft catalyst was
implemented. ITDP staff provided the following recommendations:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

ITDP is a non-profit organization
that reviews on BRT projects around
the world including Brazil, China,
India, Indonesia, Kenya, Mexico, and
the United States. ITDP developed
the “BRT Standard” to evaluate BRT
corridors based on a wide range of
metrics to establish a common
definition of BRT through what the
Institute refers to as “BRT Basics.”
The metrics are used to recognize
particularly high-quality corridors
with either Bronze, Silver, or Gold
rankings.

Need to further define physical separation between BRT and
vehicle traffic in design (and enforcement plan)
Ensure signal priority for BRT vehicles as they provide service
to stations
Ensure seamless connections with local transit
Ensure BRT passing lanes at stations (to allow BRT vehicles to pass delayed or disabled BRT vehicles)
Provide all stations with real-time passenger information
Ensure ample pedestrian and bicycle access and safety at stations
Provide increased enforcement of dedicated lanes
Provide more frequent service

Hillsborough County Commissioners
Hillsborough County Commissioners provided valuable insight and feedback during two workshops hosted by
the Project Team and Planning Commission staff. The workshops focused on the draft catalyst project and its
connections to Hillsborough County neighborhoods. The attendees also offered suggestions and ideas to
maximize the catalyst’s potential to encourage infill growth and TOD around the proposed stations. More
details about the workshops, including geographically-specific suggestions, are in Section 5.
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Public Vetting
Public review occurred throughout the life of the Plan and was particularly intensive in the second year when a
variety of events and media were used to facilitate two-way communication. The following tools were used,
and more details are provided in the next section of this document:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Project website
YouTube videos
Media coordination
Social media (with partner agencies)
Technical Bulletins
Online Surveys
Regional Business Partners
Stakeholder Technical Review Team
One-on-one meetings
Committee/Board Updates
Community Workshops
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Public Opinion Survey
Three preference surveys were conducted during the Plan’s development (refer to Section 5 for more details).
During the community vetting process, the third preference survey focused on getting qualitative feedback on
the draft catalyst and urban rail projects as well as the other top performing projects and the critical
connections identified in the Regional Transit Vision. Questions focused on what respondents liked about the
projects as well as what they would change.
Based on the responses received, 58 percent out of the almost 1,450 respondents live in Hillsborough County,
25 percent live in Pinellas County, 13 percent live in Pasco, and three percent live in another county such as
Manatee and Polk. Close to two-thirds of the respondents work in Hillsborough County, 22 percent work in
Pinellas County, eight percent work in another county, and five percent work in Pasco County.
Respondents were asked, “Why you think the catalyst project is worth constructing” with over 77 percent (824
out of 1065 responses) responding favorably to the draft catalyst (Figure 4.11), indicating its perceived ability
to reduce congestion and provide more travel options as their top reasons for supporting the project concept
(331 out of 824 responses). Others also felt that the draft catalyst is a great start to expanding transit service
in Tampa Bay (234 out of 824 responses) and that it would support growth in jobs and population (90 out of
824 responses) as shown in Figure 4.12.

Figure 4.11 – Responses to the public preference survey
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Figure 4.12 – Responses to the public preference survey
Of the respondents who indicated disagreement with the draft catalyst proposal (126 out of 1065 responses),
nearly 32 percent identified it as the wrong solution for Tampa Bay or indicated a need for an urban or
commuter rail solution instead (40 out of 126 responses).
Respondents were asked, “What would you change about the catalyst?” Figure 4.13 shows after removing 29
percent of the responses in which a position was either unknown or unclear (222 out of 749 responses), 17
percent responded that the draft catalyst should be expanded (128 out of 749 responses), with over 10
percent (78 out of 749 responses) responding that the draft catalyst should not be changed at all, and just
under 10 percent (74 out of 749 responses) indicating that it need more dedicated lanes.

Figure 4.13 – Responses to the public preference survey
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Given the open-ended nature of the survey questions, respondents were not restricted to multiple choice
answers. Therefore, the Project Team reviewed all comments individually and found the following noteworthy
public input:
x
x

x

x

Several respondents were confused about the proposed direct connection of the draft catalyst to
Tampa International Airport; this element should be explained more thoroughly
Several respondents against the draft catalyst project expressed significant concern with the potential
of expanding the footprint of the existing interstate; the proposed draft catalyst concept uses only the
existing interstate footprint and this element should be explained more thoroughly
Several respondents expressed concern that the draft catalyst would eliminate existing interstate lanes
open to all vehicles; the proposed draft catalyst concept does not remove existing vehicle travel lanes
and this element should be explained more thoroughly
Several respondents expressed interest in expanding the draft catalyst concept to Brandon, South
Hillsborough County, and to Northern Pinellas
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Based on the independent expert review and the public vetting, recommendations and refinements, were
recorded. Table 4.7 summarizes the key questions and concerns regarding the catalyst concept and
opportunities to improve the catalyst. Each refinement has been expressed based on its ability to both
improve or impact the catalyst.
Table 4.7 - Key Questions and Concerns of the Catalyst Project
Community
Input

Refinement

Draft Catalyst

Capital or
Operating
Costs

Riders per
Day
(Weighted
Linked Trips)

Cost Per Trip

Travel Time

$380-455
million

~7,000

$9.98

70-95 minutes

Add dedicated lanes across
Howard Frankland Bridge
(Further widening of proposed
replacement)

Increase of
~$165 million

Increase of
~400

Increase to
~$12.37

Decrease of
~3 minutes

Add dedicated lanes from USF
to Pasco County line

Increase of
~$144 million

Increase of
~350

Increase to
~$12.19

Decrease of
~4 minutes

Add 10-minute service all day

Increase of
~$5-6 million
in annual
operations

Increase of
~2,600

Decrease
to ~$9.07

No change

ULI, Business
Community,
and
Hillsborough
Planning
Commission

Reduce total number of
stations

Decrease in
cost based on
stations to be
removed

To be
determined

To be
determined

To be
determined,
expected to
decrease
travel time

Public and
ITDP

Provide dedicated lanes to
connect to stations from
interstate

To be
determined,
expected to
increase
capital costs

To be
determined,
expected to
increase
ridership

To be
determined

To be
determined,
expected to
decrease
travel time

Public and
Business
Community

CUTR

Estimates are calculated in 2017 dollars and do not include inflation or financing. These are planning level cost
estimates that are subject to change as the project moves towards implementation.
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Recommendations and Next Steps
Figure 4.14 shows the anticipated next steps as presented to TBARTA in November of 2018.

TBARTA Action
The Plan was first presented to TBARTA’s
Citizen Advisory Committee on August 15 and
October 17, 2018. At the conclusion, the CAC
recommended that the TBARTA Board advance
the draft catalyst to PD&E. The Plan was then
presented to the TBARTA Policy Committee on
November 9, 2018. The Policy Committee
expressed majority consensus in moving the
catalyst recommendation forward. The final
presentation was provided to the TBARTA
Board on November 16, 2018. The Board
passed a resolution of support based on a 9-1
vote in favor of the Plan recommendation. A
portion of the resolution is provided below:
“The TBARTA Board received and
approves the Regional Transit
Feasibility Plan and expresses support
to continue to study the implementation
of the catalyst regional transit project
by proceeding with PD&E.”

Next Steps
Following the endorsement of a catalyst
project, the catalyst will seek entrance into the
FTA’s CIG program to enter the Project
Development phase. This phase includes a
detailed environmental analysis and
preliminary engineering which will further
refine the project. During Project
Development, it is recommended that the
project sponsor evaluate the following
refinements of the catalyst received through
the community vetting process:
x

x

Evaluate the level of investment in
dedicated transit lanes across the entire
41-mile corridor
Determine optimal station locations
that best serve the community and
Figure 4.14 – The Next Steps for the Regional Transit Feasibility Plan
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x
x
x

provide opportunities for economic development
Evaluate the level of investment needed at street level to provide efficient access to station from the
interstate corridor
Determine the optimal number of stations
Determine the optimal frequency of service

Final design will be completed after a funding agreement is identified with dedicated support from local, state,
and federal agencies. Once final design is completed and approved, construction begins.

PD&E
The process outlined in the PD&E Manual is the FDOT procedure for complying with the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969, Title 42 U.S.C. section 4321, et seq., and the MOU mentioned above,
and describes FDOT's environmental review process. Part 1, Chapter 14 of the PD&E Manual specifies the
process guidelines for delivery of a transit project. It is anticipated that the PD&E will take 18 to 24 months to
complete. During this time, the PD&E will also satisfy the guidelines put forth by FTA to be considered for
federal funding via the CIG program. Upon completion of the PD&E, another decision is needed to advance the
project to final design and construction. During the PD&E phase, community outreach will continue and as
mandated by law; a public hearing will be held.

FTA Capital Investment Grant (CIG) Program
This FTA discretionary grant program funds transit capital investments, including heavy rail, commuter rail,
light rail, streetcars, and bus rapid transit. The CIG program selects projects for funding based on eligibility and
merit. The FTA reviews, assesses, and evaluates the quality of the projects seeking funding to inform its
decision-making. 49 U.S.C. 5309 (Section 5309) requires a phased process through which projects must
advance before being eligible for funding and identifies evaluation criteria to be used by FTA to advance a
project (including the decision whether to enter into a construction grant agreement at the end of the
process).
Federal transit law requires agencies seeking CIG funding to be rated by FTA at various points in the process
according to statutory criteria evaluating project justification and local financial commitment. FTA’s latest
policy guidance, as of June 2016, describes the CIG process and evaluation criteria in detail 8.

8

www.transit.dot.gov/sites/fta.dot.gov/files/docs/FAST_Updated_Interim_Policy_Guidance_June%20_2016.pdf
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